Registration procedure is as follows:

Registration for the Convention will take place at either the Hampton House or the Sir John Hotel, residence hotels for delegates. A member of Miami CORE, designated the CORE Greeter, will be stationed at each hotel to assist visiting delegates in registration both for the hotel and the Convention. There will be no Convention registration at Bayshore Auditorium, site of Convention sessions. This year the registration fee has been set at three dollars ($3.00) for each delegate.

If you have informed National Office of your intent to attend the convention, you should have received notice of your hotel reservation. On arrival, go to the hotel indicated on the notice; from that point, the CORE Greeter will assist you. If you did not receive proper notice, telephone the Sir John Hotel (3-3381) and ask for the CORE Greeter. He will check to see if there is a reservation for you. If there is not, he will arrange it at that time.

If you did not inform National Office of your plans to attend, the Greeter at the Sir John Hotel will arrange housing for you.

On Saturday evening following the 7:30-9:30 session, the delegates will be guests of Miami CORE at an informal dance, tentatively scheduled also at the Bayshore Auditorium.

REMEMBER: The Friday workshops
Friday night: Harry Golden, speaks
          The Freedom Ride film
Saturday luncheon Dr. Martin Luther King
Saturday night Miami CORE's Social Salute

SOME IMPORTANT ISSUES

CORE's relation to the trade-union movement, both in supporting the unions in labor problems and fighting discrimination within unions.

Greater co-ordination and utilization of northern college students in the human rights movement.

Is the future of CORE as an action group to be one of small groups or of mass participation -- or is a joining of the two possible?

Operation Transfer: a concerted direct action in several cities -- sit-outs of students requesting transfers to unsegregated schools. (This is a tentative proposal for joint action by local CORE groups.)

Fast for Freedom: a demonstration by college students drawn from as wide an area as possible, pointed toward important issues, tentatively scheduled for Spring, 1963.

Tax-exemption for CORE. Up to this point we have received no answer to our request for exemption. Some progress has been made toward setting up a tax-exempt activity within CORE.

Some constitutional changes proposed.
The position of Regional Officer shall be discontinued.

Chapter voting-representation at the Convention shall be determined on
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The position of Regional Officer shall be discontinued.

Chapter voting-representation at the Convention shall be determined on basis of:

- a. equal number of votes for each chapter, or
- b. weighted system of numerical representation of members, or
- c. other

The National Council shall be replaced as a governing body by an Executive Council composed of national officers and (two) representatives from each of (five) geographical regions established by the Convention. (Additional details will be presented on the floor.)